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Greenland to explore the winter base state of the subglacial drainage 
system in the absence of meltwater inputs from the surface. Our results 
suggest that meltwater produced at the bed alone can support an active 
winter drainage system at Helheim. We produce large areas of elevated 
water pressure and naturally emerging preferential drainage pathways, 
with a continuum approach that allows for transitions between flow 
regimes and drainage system opening by melt. Transmissivity varies 
spatially over several orders of magnitude, including large regions of 
weak transmissivity, representing poorly connected regions of the 
system. Deeply incised bed topography controls the location of primary 
drainage pathways, with high basal melt rates along the steep walls. We 
examine the influence of frictional heat from sliding by comparing 
simulations with three different approaches for calculating basal shear 
stress.
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ABSTRACT. Sliding velocity of glaciers is influenced by water pressure at the11

bed. Subglacial hydrology models are helpful for gaining insight into basal12

conditions, but models depend on several unconstrained physical parameters,13

and reproducing elevated water pressures in winter has been a challenge. We14

eliminate terms in the SHAKTI model that rely on uncertain parameters and15

apply this model to Helheim Glacier in east Greenland to explore the winter16

base state of the subglacial drainage system in the absence of meltwater inputs17

from the surface. Our results suggest that meltwater produced at the bed alone18

can support an active winter drainage system at Helheim. We produce large19

areas of elevated water pressure and naturally emerging preferential drainage20

pathways, with a continuum approach that allows for transitions between flow21

regimes and drainage system opening by melt. Transmissivity varies spatially22

over several orders of magnitude, including large regions of weak transmis-23

sivity, representing poorly connected regions of the system. Deeply incised24

bed topography controls the location of primary drainage pathways, with high25

basal melt rates along the steep walls. We examine the influence of frictional26

heat from sliding by comparing simulations with three different approaches27
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for calculating basal shear stress.28

INTRODUCTION29

Conditions at the bed of ice sheets and glaciers strongly influence ice dynamics through the effect of30

lubrication and enhanced sliding where basal water pressure is high. Unfortunately, direct observations are31

difficult to obtain beneath hundreds to thousands of meters of ice. Techniques such as drilling boreholes32

to the bed (Iken and others, 1993; Murray and Clarke, 1995; Harper and others, 2005; Fudge and others,33

2008; Ryser and others, 2014b; Andrews and others, 2014), using radar sounding to infer the presence of34

liquid basal water (Oswald and Gogineni, 2008; Chu and others, 2016; Jordan and others, 2018; Oswald35

and others, 2018), and dye-tracing tests (Nienow and others, 1998; Cowton and others, 2013) are helpful36

means to gain a view into basal conditions, but do not provide a complete description of the spatially and37

temporally heterogeneous bed environment.38

Several numerical models have been developed to simulate the flow and pressure of water beneath39

glaciers and ice sheets (e.g., Flowers, 2015; de Fleurian and others, 2018) and have successfully reproduced40

melt-season drainage system evolution. However, challenges remain in these efforts, and subglacial hydrol-41

ogy model development remains an active area of research. One persistent issue is that many models rely42

on unconstrained parameters, for example, prescribing a typical height and spacing of asperities at the43

bed, or specifying hydraulic conductivity of drainage system components. Subglacial hydrology models are44

sensitive to these uncertain parameters, with small changes leading to substantial differences in simulated45

basal water pressures and drainage regimes (Werder and others, 2013; Banwell and others, 2016).46

Another challenge is that models have had difficulty reproducing widespread areas of high winter water47

pressures (Flowers, 2015) that have been observed in Greenland borehole arrays (Harper and others, 2005;48

Ryser and others, 2014a). Recent work highlighting the importance of hydraulically disconnected regions49

of the bed and incorporating a representation of these isolated areas into drainage models has helped to50

explain this phenomenon (Hoffman and others, 2016; Rada and Schoof, 2018, 2019), linking disconnected51

regions with other drainage components that represent flow through inefficient sheet-like configurations and52

efficient channels. Different drainage “modes” are treated with disparate equations to represent distinct53

physical processes (for example, channels open by melting while the sheet-like system opens by sliding over54

asperities in the bed). However, distinguishing between drainage “modes” by applying separate equations55
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to different portions of the bed imposes an artificial distinction and may fail to fully capture the continuum56

of spatio-temporally evolving drainage behavior that exists in reality.57

In this paper, we describe a reduced form of the Subglacial Hydrology And Kinetic, Transient Inter-58

actions (SHAKTI) model to address the above-mentioned issues. First presented by Sommers and others59

(2018), SHAKTI takes a continuum approach without explicitly distinguishing between different drainage60

components, yet does represent behavior corresponding to different “modes” of drainage, primarily fa-61

cilitated through flow regime transitions with a single set of equations. Here, we eliminate some terms62

that rely on unconstrained parameters or are otherwise physically problematic. After summarizing the63

equations governing the evolution of the subglacial hydrology system in SHAKTI, we apply the model to64

Helheim Glacier in east Greenland under winter conditions to demonstrate its capabilities in a real glacial65

setting and attempt to reconcile the outstanding problem of simulating high winter water pressures with a66

continuum model.67

MODEL DESCRIPTION68

Summary of equations69

SHAKTI uses a single set of equations to calculate hydraulic head, effective pressure, basal water flux, and70

geometry of the subglacial drainage system. In contrast to other subglacial hydrology models, SHAKTI71

allows for natural transitions between laminar and turbulent flow, allowing distinct flow regimes to coexist72

in different regions of the model domain with spatially and temporally variable transmissivity, giving rise to73

a spectrum of inefficient and efficient drainage configurations. SHAKTI includes heat generated by energy74

dissipation within the water flow and opening of the drainage system by melt across the entire domain,75

unlike models that treat “inefficient” sheet-like and “efficient” channel-like components of the drainage76

system with different equations. SHAKTI’s unified approach leads to the emergence and disappearance of77

flexible drainage configurations over time, conserving mass and energy within the system. In what follows,78

we summarize the original SHAKTI model equations, along with key modifications to eliminate terms that79

depend on unconstrained parameters. Whereas in the original SHAKTI formulation, we included terms to80

facilitate direct comparison to other models (de Fleurian and others, 2018), here we examine the model81

capabilities in the absence of these unconstrained terms. We note that evaluating behavior resulting from82

simulations with different terms removed is valuable because it allows us to attribute different outcomes in83

the simulation to the physical processes that we model. Tables 1 and 2 serve as convenient references for84
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Table 1. Variables

Symbol Units Description

b m Gap height

be m Englacial storage per unit area of bed

h m Hydraulic head

K m2 s´1 Hydraulic transmissivity,

K “ b3g{p12νp1` ωReqq

9m kg m´2 s´1 Subglacial melt rate

N Pa Effective pressure, N “ pi ´ pw

pi Pa Ice overburden pressure, pi “ ρigH

pw Pa Water pressure, pw “ ρwgph´ zbq

q m2 s´1 Water flux

Re Dimensionless Reynolds number, Re=|q|{ν

t s Time

β Dimensionless Parameter controlling opening

due to sliding over bed bumps,

β “ pbr ´ bq{lr for b ă br,

β “ 0 for β ě br

τb Pa Basal stress

τb “ C2N |ub|

the variables, constants, and parameters used in the equations. For a complete description of the original85

SHAKTI model, we refer readers to Sommers and others (2018).86

SHAKTI is composed of partial differential equations that describe conservation of ice and water mass,

drainage configuration, water flux, and internal melt generation. The water balance equation is written as

Bb

Bt
`
Bbe

Bt
`∇ ¨ q “ 9m

ρw
` ieÑb, (1)

where b is the gap height between the ice and bed, be refers to a volume of water stored englacially per unit87

area of the bed, q is gap-integrated water flux through the subglacial system, 9m is the melt rate expressed88

as a mass flux (units of kg m´2 s´1), ρw is density of water, and ieÑb is the rate of meltwater input from89

the englacial system to the bed, which can be specified and handled by the model as a combination of90

distributed input (units of m s´1) and point inputs to represent moulins or crevasses (units of m3 s´1).91
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Table 2. Constants and parameters used in this study

Symbol Value Units Description

A 2.4ˆ10´24 Pa´3 s´1 Flow law parameter (for ice at 0˝ Celsius)

br 0 m Typical height of bed bumps

C Spatially varying s1{2 m´1{2 Drag coefficient used in basal stress calculation

ct 7.5ˆ 10´8 K Pa´1 Change of pressure melting point with temperature

cw 4.22ˆ 103 J kg´1 K´1 Heat capacity of water

G 0.05 W m´2 Geothermal flux

g 9.81 m s´2 Gravitational acceleration

H Varying m Ice thickness (Morlighem and others, 2017)

ieÑb 0 m s´1 or m3 s´1 Input rate of meltwater from englacial system to subglacial system

L 3.34ˆ 105 J kg´1 Latent heat of fusion of water

lr 0 m Typical spacing between bed bumps

n 3 Dimensionless Flow law exponent

ub Varying m s´1 Ice velocity (Joughin and others, 2018)

zb Varying m Bed elevation with respect to sea level (Morlighem and others, 2017)

ν 1.787ˆ 10´6 m2 s´1 Kinematic viscosity of water

ω 0.001 Dimensionless Parameter controlling nonlinear laminar/turbulent transition

ρi 917 kg m´3 Bulk density of ice

ρw 1000 kg m´3 Bulk density of water
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Because of the difficulty in accurately constraining be to represent englacial storage as water rising in

moulins or held in other void spaces in the ice, we assume that this term is negligible compared to the

other terms of this equation and eliminate it. This implies that all simulated water is at the bed and we

do not attempt to approximate englacial storage, although englacial storage could play an important role

in subglacial water flow even in the absence of surface melt (Schoof and others, 2014). The modified water

balance equation is then given by
Bb

Bt
`∇ ¨ q “ 9m

ρw
` ieÑb. (2)

The geometry of the drainage system is represented by the average gap height b over a discrete area

of the bed, which evolves through time dynamically. In the original equations, gap height increases as a

result of both melt and by sliding over bumps in the bed, and decreases due to creep deformation. This

can be expressed as change in gap height over time as

Bb

Bt
“

9m

ρi
` β |ub| ´A|pi ´ pw|

n´1ppi ´ pwqb, (3)

where ρi is the density of ice, β is a dimensionless coefficient that dictates opening of the subglacial gap92

by sliding over bumps in the bed, ub is the ice sliding velocity, A is the flow law parameter, pi “ ρigH is93

ice overburden pressure in which g is gravitational acceleration and H is ice thickness, pw “ ρwgph ´ zbq94

is subglacial water pressure in which h is hydraulic head and zb is bed elevation above sea level, and n is95

Glen’s flow law exponent.96

The coefficient β that governs opening by sliding over bumps in the bed depends on prescribing an97

uncertain “typical bed-bump height" (br) and “typical bed-bump spacing" (lr), following Werder and others98

(2013). This method of cavity opening was introduced by Hewitt (2011) to parameterize an opening99

mechanism in distributed drainage other than melt, based on the description of linked cavities of Kamb100

(1987). Schoof and others (2012) found that a system of linked cavities that opened by melt was unstable101

(assuming turbulent flow); therefore, the opening-by-sliding mechanism has been widely adopted for the102

evolution of inefficient drainage systems. However, to prevent numerical instability in other models that use103

this type of opening mechanism, sliding velocity must usually be capped. For example, Poinar and others104

(2019) applied the Glacier Drainage System model (GlaDS) (Werder and others, 2013) with br “ 0.08 m105

and lr “ 2 m to an idealized Helheim Glacier-like domain, and had to cap sliding speed at 800 m yr´1106

to achieve model stability. This is an order of magnitude less than observed velocity on Helheim Glacier.107
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In high-velocity glaciers, including opening by sliding over bumps in SHAKTI effectively smooths out and108

inhibits any channelized structure, leading to an unrealistic near-uniform gap height equal to the typical109

bed bump height over large regions. Applying GlaDS to Sermeq Kujalleq (Store Glacier), a tidewater110

glacier in west Greenland, Cook and others (2020, 2022) selected higher bed bump and spacing values,111

br “ 1 m and lr “ 100 m. This opening mechanism was included in the original SHAKTI equations largely112

for comparison with other similar models, but is not needed for stability in SHAKTI due to the transitional113

flux formulation discussed below in Equation 5 and by Sommers and others (2018) that allows for changes114

between laminar and turbulent flow regimes.115

Given how the opening-by-sliding parameterization depends on arbitrarily prescribed bed-bump height

and spacing that in reality are heterogeneous, we cannot be confident that the commonly used formulation

accurately represents the increase in average b – especially in the case of fast-moving glaciers, which we

expect to be underlain by till. We eliminate the “opening by sliding over bumps at the bed” term β |ub|

and allow the drainage geometry to open only due to melt, everywhere in the domain, which behaves

stably with our transitional flux formulation (Eqn. (5) below). The minimum gap height allowed is 10´3

m, representing a transition to premelted films (Wettlaufer and Worster, 2006; Rempel and others, 2022).

We write our modified basal gap dynamics equation as

Bb

Bt
“

9m

ρi
´A|pi ´ pw|

n´1ppi ´ pwqb. (4)

The momentum equation that describes the water flux is

q “ ´b3g

12νp1` ωReq∇h, (5)

where ν is kinematic viscosity of water, ω is a parameter related to a friction factor that controls the116

transition from laminar to turbulent flow, and Re “ |q|{ν is the local Reynolds number. When ωRe ! 1,117

Eqn. 5 behaves like laminar flow, with q proportional to the magnitude of the hydraulic gradient |∇h|.118

When ωRe " 1, by inserting the definition Re and rearranging to solve for q, we see that q is proportional to119

a

|∇h|, corresponding to completely turbulent flow. This flux formulation is based on equations developed120

in the context of flow in rock fractures (Zimmerman and others, 2004; Chaudhuri and others, 2013; Rajaram121

and others, 2009). The general Eqn. (5) also allows for intermediate transitional regimes. This flux122

formulation or “flow law” is the key difference of the original SHAKTI model compared to other subglacial123
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hydrology models, and plays an important role in maintaining stability while allowing for channelization124

to occur. Forcing q to be always laminar or always turbulent (by changing the value of ω) results in a125

model instability in some situations, but these scenarios behave well when allowing for the flexible flow126

regime transition around Re “ 103 (ω “ 0.001), accordingly generating spatially variable Re distributions127

(Sommers and others, 2018).128

In contrast to models that rely on a prescribed hydraulic conductivity, this flux formulation incorporates

a spatio-temporally variable hydraulic transmissivity K, given by

K “
b3g

12νp1` ωReq . (6)

Internal melt generation is represented in SHAKTI through an energy balance at the bed, assuming ice

and water are both always at the pressure melting point, i.e.

9mL “ G` |ub ¨ τb| ´ ρwg q ¨∇h` ctcwρwq ¨∇pw, (7)

where L is the latent heat of fusion of water, G is geothermal heat flux, τb is the basal stress, ct is the change129

of pressure melting point temperature with pressure, and cw is the heat capacity of water. This energy130

equation includes melt due to heat contributed by geothermal sources, frictional heat from sliding over131

the bed, turbulent dissipation, and adjustments for changes in the pressure melting point due to changes132

in the water pressure. Note that Equation (9) in Sommers and others (2018) should have a positive sign133

for the last term as written here in Equation (7), which accounts for changes in the sensible heat due to134

change in the pressure-melting-point temperature. This term is generally a modest heat sink for flat beds,135

reducing the melt rate as in Röthlisberger (1972), but can also contribute to enhanced melt with steep136

slopes or supercooling when flowing uphill in bed overdeepenings (see, e.g. Creyts and Clarke (2010)).137

This pressure-melt term, however, relies on a problematic assumption that the water pressure and the ice138

overburden pressure are equal, which is not necessarily true (Clarke, 2005; Wettlaufer and Worster, 2006;139

Rempel and others, 2022). For this reason, we eliminate this term here.140

Basal shear stress as implemented here depends on a drag coefficient C, effective pressure N , and sliding

velocity ub, τb “ C2N |ub|. Later, in the Discussion, we examine results using other formulations for τb to

explore the impact of how frictional heat from sliding is represented. The melt rate at the bed considered

here in the reduced form of SHAKTI is a result of geothermal flux, frictional heat from sliding, and heat
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generated by mechanical energy dissipation in the subglacial system:

9mL “ G` |ub ¨ τb| ´ ρwg q ¨∇h. (8)

We combine equations (2), (4), (5), (6), and (8) to form an elliptic equation in terms of hydraulic head:

∇ ¨ p´K∇hq “ 9m

ˆ

1
ρw
´

1
ρi

˙

`A|pi ´ pw|
n´1ppi ´ pwqb` ieÑb. (9)

We solve Eqn. (9) for the head distribution using a Picard iteration to handle the nonlinear dependence of141

the terms on the right-hand side of the equation, then we solve Eqn. (4) explicitly to evolve the gap height142

b. No numerical limits are imposed on head (i.e., water pressure is free to exceed overburden pressure or143

to become negative over the course of a simulation).144

SHAKTI is built into the Ice-sheet and Sea-level System Model (ISSM; Larour and others, 2012) using145

the finite element method in a parallelized computational framework. In addition to the elimination of terms146

that rely on uncertain parameters, we modify how the term that describes creep closure in Equation 9 is147

handled within the Picard iteration. This change helps the Picard iteration converge instead of oscillating, a148

problem that arises under thick ice with low meltwater input. In previous work with SHAKTI (de Fleurian149

and others, 2018; Sommers, 2018), this oscillation obstacle was handled using under-relaxation. With150

a Newton linearization weighting, inspired by Gagliardini and Werder (2018) in their implementation of151

a similar subglacial hydrology model, GlaDS (Werder and others, 2013) in a different ice-sheet model,152

Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini and others, 2013), this change to the creep term numerics facilitates convergence153

of the iterative process to find h. This is a key practical improvement for the application of SHAKTI to154

glacial environments with thick ice and low water inputs, common in Greenland during the winter.155

Model domain156

We explore the winter base state subglacial drainage of Helheim Glacier in east Greenland (Figure 1).157

Helheim is a large, fast-flowing glacier that terminates in Sermilik Fjord with two main branches that flow158

through deeply incised canyons. We use bed and ice surface elevation based on BedMachine (Morlighem and159

others, 2017). Our model domain includes the two main branches of Helheim Glacier and extends inland to160

approximately 1900 m surface elevation. The domain is discretized into an unstructured triangular mesh161

refined based on ice velocity, with 12,472 finite elements and 6,371 vertices.162
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Terminus

Helheim Glacier 
model domain
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 (m

 y
r-1

)

a

b cBed Elevation 
(m)

Surface Elevation 
(m)

Fig. 1. (a) Location of Helheim Glacier on the Greenland ice sheet (inset), model domain with unstructured mesh

used in SHAKTI simulations refined based on surface velocity (Joughin and others, 2018), overlaid on 2010 MODIS

mosaic (Haran and others, 2018), (b) bed topography in model domain relative to sea level (Morlighem and others,

2017; Morlighem and et al., 2021), (c) surface elevation in model domain relative to sea level.
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Boundary conditions163

We set the boundary condition for hydraulic head at the glacier terminus as a Dirichlet condition, based

on the idea that the pressure at the subglacial outflow should be equal to hydrostatic pressure from the

overlying fjord water (depth varying across the front). Setting the subglacial water pressure equal to the

pressure in the fjord at the subglacial outflow gives

ρwgph´ zbq “ ρfgd, (10)

where ρf is the density of the fjord water and d is the water depth (d “ ´zb is a positive quantity, where

zb is bed elevation relative to sea level, i.e. a negative quantity at the terminus). Rearranging, we solve for

head:

h “
ρf

ρw
d` zb “

ˆ

ρf

ρw
´ 1

˙

d, (11)

where ρf{ρw ą 1 and d is a positive quantity. If the water at the subglacial outflow is assumed to be164

well-mixed with fresh water from melting at the glacier front, then ρw « ρf , and therefore h « 0 at the165

outflow.166

We prescribe Neumann conditions on the upstream and lateral boundaries of the model domain, with167

∇h “ 0 at these boundaries.168

RESULTS169

Winter base state170

In winter, no surface meltwater is produced, and meltwater inputs that reach the bed from the surface are171

presumed to be essentially zero over most of the Greenland Ice Sheet. Accordingly, we assume the absence172

of discrete features (e.g. moulins) or delayed drainage from features such as firn aquifers, in contrast to173

Poinar and others (2017, 2019). This does not mean, however, that there is no water at the bed in winter,174

as water is generated at the glacier base (Eqn. 8). Previous work exploring subglacial hydrology on a175

Helheim-like domain using the GlaDS model invokes a prescribed uniform background basal melt rate176

(Poinar and others, 2019). To generate an estimate of the winter base state of the subglacial hydrological177

system of Helheim Glacier, we run a spin-up SHAKTI simulation with zero meltwater input from the178

englacial system to the bed (ieÑb “ 0) with all water at the system produced by basal melt as calculated179
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by Eqn. (8).180

In Figure 2, we present the spatial distribution of the subglacial drainage system at the completion181

of the base state spin-up. In this winter base state with zero external meltwater input, large portions of182

the bed exhibit high water pressure as demonstrated by a fraction of overburden, pw{pi, that is close to183

one. Distinct preferential drainage pathways emerge with larger gap heights and higher Reynolds numbers184

forming river-like structures. The major river-like structures coincide with the locations of deeply incised185

bedrock channels. Effective pressure is highly variable across the domain, lowest near the terminus and186

lower in the main drainage pathways than in the surrounding bed. Regions of turbulent flow (Re ą 103)187

as well as regions of laminar flow (Re ă 103) coexist, with clearly higher Re in the main pathways and in188

smaller arborescent tributaries that feed them. Most of the bed away from the main pathways has very189

low Re, hence very low flux, with regions that appear to be poorly connected. A clear primary outflow190

structure emerges at the terminus, located slightly south of the center line. This preferential discharge191

location agrees well with the location of observed summertime subglacial plumes upwelling at Helheim192

(Everett and others, 2021; Melton and others, 2022).193

Spatially variable transmissivity194

In recent years, the community has highlighted the importance of hydraulically isolated and weakly con-195

nected regions of the bed in subglacial hydrology, particularly for maintaining observed high winter water196

pressures (Andrews and others, 2014; Hoffman and others, 2016; Rada and Schoof, 2018; Mejía and others,197

2021; Rada Giacaman and Schoof, 2022). An advantage of SHAKTI is that the flux formulation (Eqn. 6)198

incorporates spatially and temporally variable hydraulic transmissivity, rather than requiring a prescribed199

value for hydraulic conductivity or transmissivity as in other models. As shown in Figure 3, we find highly200

heterogeneous transmissivity values, varying over several orders of magnitude within the Helheim domain.201

Simulated transmissivity is highest near the terminus and along the main winter drainage pathways, and202

is particularly low along the divide between the two main branches of fast ice flow, as well as through203

the center of each of these ice streams. The low-transmissivity regions in the center of the main ice flow204

branches coincide with topographical ridges in the bed, particularly in the northern branch. These low-205

transmissivity areas represent regions with little connectivity and water flow through them, or in other206

words are interpreted as poorly connected. In groundwater aquifers, transmissivity of K ă 5 m2 d´1 is207

considered to be negligible, 5 ă K ă 50 m2 d´1 is weak, 50 ă K ă 500 m2 d´1 is moderate, and K ą 500208
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Basal Water Pressure 
(Fraction of Overburden)a b

c d

Gap Height
(m)

Effective Pressure 
(MPa) Re

10-1

10-2

10-3

104

103

102

101

100

Fig. 2. Winter base state of subglacial hydrological system after spin-up simulation with zero external meltwater

input: (a) water pressure as fraction of overburden, pw{pi, (b) gap height (shown in log10 scale for detail), (c) effective

pressure, (d) Reynolds number (shown in log10 scale for detail).
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Transmissivity
(m2 d-1)

Fig. 3. Winter hydraulic transmissivity (K) as simulated by SHAKTI for Helheim Glacier varies spatially over

several orders of magnitude, with high transmissivity near the terminus and through the major river-like drainage

pathways, and widespread areas with low transmissivity. The white contour indicates regions with transmissivity of

50 m2 d´1, below which is considered to be “weak” transmissivity. The saturated light pink color indicates “high”

transmissivity (K ą 500 m2 d´1) (De Wiest, 1965).

m2 d´1 is high (De Wiest, 1965). Considering the weak transmissivity threshold of K ď 50 m2 d´1 as209

delineated by the white contour lines in Fig. 3, 71% of the bed by area in our model domain is interpreted210

to be poorly connected in the winter.211

High water pressure in winter212

While models have achieved good qualitative behavior for melt-season evolution (Hewitt, 2013; Werder and213

others, 2013), a challenge of subglacial hydrology modeling has been to reproduce high water pressures in214

winter conditions to agree with borehole measurements (Flowers, 2015). Disconnected, weakly connected,215

or isolated regions of the bed have been shown to be necessary for maintaining high winter water pressure216

(Hoffman and others, 2016; Rada and Schoof, 2019). Our winter SHAKTI simulation of Helheim success-217

fully produces widespread high water pressure (Figure 2) that corresponds with low transmissivity in the218

interior (Figure 3), suggesting that the flux formulation of SHAKTI (Equation 5) enables representation219

of winter high-pressure regions with a continuum approach.220

The predictions for winter subglacial water pressure in Figure 2 show variability across a range of length221
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scales. Hydropotential flow routing (Shreve, 1972) is commonly used to predict possible subglacial paths.222

This is typically done by assuming the water pressure to be equal to overburden everywhere (pw{pi “ 1.0),223

or some other uniform fraction of overburden. However, as shown in Figure 2a, we find that the fraction of224

overburden varies considerably, spanning the entire range from 0 to 1 over the whole domain, and spanning225

from„0.7–1 in regions of faster ice flow. Assuming a uniform fraction of overburden may thus yield incorrect226

flowpaths (Wright and others, 2008). In Figure 4, we compare the difference in head distributions from a227

uniform fraction of overburden and our winter SHAKTI simulation. An assumption of water pressure equal228

to 100% overburden pressure (pw “ pi, i.e. a uniform fraction of overburden pw{pi “ 1.0) overpredicts the229

head in the vast majority of the domain, except very near the terminus where it agrees with the results230

of our SHAKTI simulation. Assuming water pressure equal to 80% overburden pressure (pw “ 0.8pi, i.e.231

a uniform fraction of overburden pw{pi “ 0.8) agrees better, but still overestimates the head in the more232

stagnant portions of the domain lateral to the main drainage pathways and underestimates the head near233

the terminus, in the channels themselves, and further inland regions. Any other assumed uniform fraction234

of overburden will similarly not account for spatial variations in pressure distribution.235

In the presence of steep topographic gradients, as encountered beneath Helheim Glacier, the deeply236

incised bed topography (and its reflection in surface topography) largely determines the locations of the237

main drainage paths. Recall that flow is driven by the hydraulic head gradient, and hydraulic head is238

comprised of two components, pressure head and elevation head: h “ pw{pρwgq ` zb. In the case of239

localized canyons with bed elevation well below sea level, the elevation head in these troughs is sufficiently240

low to attract water from the surrounding areas, even when the water pressure is higher at the bottom of the241

canyons. As shown in Figure 4c, the same primary drainage pathways through the deep bed canyons emerge242

when using a simple routing calculation assuming water pressure equal to 100% overburden everywhere243

(compare to Re distribution in Figure 2d) . This is true using other uniform fractions of overburden as well,244

but the configuration of tributary drainage feeding the deep canyons differs. This phenomenon reinforces245

the necessity of accurate bed topography to predict accurate subglacial flow paths, particularly in places246

with high-relief mountainous features.247

Basal melt248

Basal melting has increasingly been acknowledged as an important consideration for ice dynamics (Karlsson249

and others, 2021; Young and others, 2022). As described in Equation 8, basal meltwater is produced at the250
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Head Difference 
(100% Flotation – SHAKTI)

(m)

Head Difference 
(80% Flotation – SHAKTI)

(m)a b c
Bed Elevation

(m)

Hydraulic Routing 
Assuming 100% 

Flotation

Fig. 4. (a) Difference in hydraulic head between water pressure assumed equal to 100% overburden pressure

(pw{pi “ 1.0) and that calculated in our winter SHAKTI simulation. (b) Difference in hydraulic head between

water pressure assumed equal to 80% overburden pressure (pw{pi “ 0.8) and our winter SHAKTI simulation. (c)

Streamlines based on hydraulic potential flow routing with assumed 100% overburden pressure. The deeply incised

bed channels play a major role in determining the location of the main drainage pathways (due to large gradients in

elevation head).

bed through geothermal flux, frictional heat from sliding of the ice over the bed, and turbulent dissipation,251

in which mechanical energy is converted to thermal energy in the water flow. The mean melt rate over the252

entire domain is 1.2ˆ10´5 kg m´2 s´1 (0.4 m yr´1) and the total melt rate over the domain is 6.3 m3 s´1. In253

Figure 5, we present the winter melt rate distribution and the fraction of basal melt rate due to geothermal254

flux, frictional heat, and dissipation. Geothermal flux is applied in our simulation with a uniform value of255

0.05 W m´2, but in reality this varies spatially and may vary by up to a factor of two in narrow incised256

canyons (Colgan and others, 2021; Willcocks and others, 2021). Frictional heat dominates over most of the257

domain, yielding the highest melt rates along the steep topographic walls of the deeply incised bed canyons.258

Dissipation is an important source of basal melt in the faster-flow, higher-melt, river-like structures even259

in winter.260

DISCUSSION261

Winter priming of the drainage system262

Our winter base state simulation highlights the fact that there is likely widespread subglacial water with263

non-trivial drainage configurations present year-round under Helheim Glacier, supported by basal meltwater264

generated by geothermal flux, frictional heat from sliding, and dissipated heat from the water flow, as265
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a b

c

Basal Melt Rate
(m yr-1)

Fraction of Melt from 
Geothermal Flux

Fraction of Melt 
from Dissipationd

Fraction of Melt 
from Frictional 
Heat (Sliding)

101

100

10-1

10-2

Fig. 5. (a) Total basal melt rate in winter (shown in log10 scale for detail). (b) Fraction of basal melt rate due to

geothermal flux. (c) Fraction of basal melt rate due to frictional heat from sliding. (d) Fraction of basal melt rate

due to dissipation.
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considered here. At Sermeq Kujalleq (Store Glacier), a tidewater glacier in west Greenland, Cook and266

others (2020) also simulated an active winter subglacial drainage system, bolstered by winter discharge267

observations (Chauché and others, 2014). Our model results suggest that the drainage system at Helheim268

does not begin from a totally shut-down state at the initiation of melt each year, but retains some form269

through the winter. The “deflated” drainage structure without surface meltwater input includes preferential270

pathways and large areas of low-transmissivity bed, primed to spring into more efficient drainage action271

with the delivery of surface-generated meltwater to the bed. With our winter simulation results in mind,272

the seasonal evolution of drainage efficiency and structure may not depend only on the spatio-temporal273

distribution of moulins and crevasses for meltwater inputs from the surface to the bed (or from englacial274

drainage of firn aquifers or other storage voids), but is likely also a function of the persistent winter base275

state drainage structure. Therefore, we recommend considering an existing winter drainage system when276

interpreting observational data.277

Previous work has explored the idea of winter priming beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet. In west Green-278

land, Chu and others (2016) found water stored on bed ridges in winter, which then flows to depressions279

and troughs in the melt season. Poinar and others (2019) simulated subglacial hydrology of an idealized280

Helheim-like glacier (without realistic bed topography) with year-round drainage of firn aquifer water to281

the bed, finding that increased water at the bed during winter facilitated more rapid and pronounced devel-282

opment of efficient channel networks in the melt season. The winter base state documented here would play283

a key role in that priming action, and shows that wintertime firn aquifer drainage may not be necessary in284

order to have year-round channelized structure at Helheim. This is largely because of the deeply incised285

canyons in the bed that preferentially pull water into river-like features even in the absence of meltwater286

inputs from the surface or englacial system, and this active winter channelized structure would likely be287

further enhanced by delayed meltwater drainage from the firn aquifer (Poinar and others, 2017).288

River-like winter features289

SHAKTI employs a continuum description of subglacial geometry, without distinguishing between different290

drainage-system components. The way we represent the geometry is through the subglacial gap height b,291

which is an average of the gap height over an entire element (i.e. generalizing earlier work on spatially292

lumped models such as Schoof, 2010; Brinkerhoff and others, 2016). This means that SHAKTI does not293

resolve individual drainage channel geometry by calculating semi-circular cross-sectional area as in some294
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other models (Hewitt, 2013; Werder and others, 2013; Meyer and others, 2016, 2017; Felden and others,295

2022). The primary variable sought from subglacial hydrology models for ice dynamics calculations is the296

subglacial water pressure, which influences sliding velocity. The subglacial water pressure field is relatively297

smooth compared to small-scale geometric variations (e.g. in gap height) within the subglacial system.298

Without distinguishing different drainage modes with different evolution equations in each, SHAKTI is299

able to represent both distributed and channelized sub-systems naturally. With realistic bed topography300

incorporated, the winter simulation results presented above suggest the promise of SHAKTI in representing301

weakly connected sub-systems as well. The winter features reminiscent of broad channels have higher water302

pressure than their surroundings in this winter base state, but lower head, which is what drives the flux303

of water from the surrounding areas into these pathways due to the deeply incised bed. These river-like304

features will likely transition with seasonal meltwater input into even more efficient drainage channels.305

Role of frictional heat from sliding306

Basal melt from frictional heat generated by sliding of the ice over its bed is potentially a dominant source307

of basal melt, as shown in Fig. 5 and according to basal melt rates for Greenland calculated by Karlsson308

and others (2021), especially in fast-moving glaciers like Helheim (which moves rapidly even in winter, with309

winter velocities exceeding 8,000 m yr´1) (Kehrl and others, 2017). However, as discussed by Hansen and310

Zoet (2022), friction at the ice-bed interface may not be as straightforward as is frequently assumed, and311

heat may be generated deeper in the basal sediment. To explore the role of frictional heat from sliding312

in winter base state hydrology, we conduct additional simulations with different formulations for the basal313

stress τb which appears in the melt rate (Equation 8).314

In the results presented above, τb “ C2N |ub|, where τb evolves transiently with N . The drag coefficient,315

C, is obtained through inverse modeling using ISSM, assuming effective pressure N distribution based on316

results from a winter spin-up SHAKTI simulation that does not include frictional heat from sliding (τb “ 0).317

The inversion optimizes C in order for the ice flow model to reproduce observed surface velocities through318

the ice stress balance. As we might expect intuitively, the resulting drag coefficient from inversion is high319

in areas of slow-moving ice (high friction) and low where the ice is sliding rapidly (high slip rates, i.e. in320

the main glacier branches and near the terminus).321

Here, we consider three additional approaches to calculate the basal shear stress τb: 1) basal shear stress322

equal to the driving stress, τb “ ρigH|∇zs|, 2) a Coulomb-type basal shear stress depending on evolving323
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effective pressure, τb “ 0.3N , where 0.3 is the till friction coefficient, and 3) zero basal shear stress, τb “ 0,324

which effectively removes the influence of frictional heat from sliding.325

The resulting winter base state hydrological system differs substantially between these three cases and326

our original winter simulation. Overall, effective pressure is higher over most of the domain (corresponding327

to lower water pressure) when frictional heat is included than for the case with τb “ 0 (Figure 6). Driving328

stress (blue) and Coulomb-type stress (pink) yield higher basal stress than our original simulation (yellow),329

and correspondingly lead to higher melt rates. With basal shear stress equal to driving stress or Coulomb-330

type stress, frictional heat from sliding is the vastly dominant source of basal melt rate over most of the331

domain and leads to an “over-channelized” drainage system, smoothing out the distinct drainage pathways332

that emerge in our original simulation and in the absence of frictional heat from sliding (Figure 7). Using333

the inverted drag coefficient approach in our original simulation, water flux and basal melt rates are high334

along the walls of the deeply incised bed troughs (Figures 7 and 8). Better defined flow paths are visible335

than in the other two frictional heat cases, and the drainage regime is distinctly more developed compared336

to the base state that neglects frictional heat.337

We find that subglacial discharge at the terminus varies substantially depending on the frictional heat.338

Freshwater discharge at the terminus influences melting at the glacier front and mixing in the fjord. In339

our original simulation, the total outflow is 10.2 m3 s´1. With no frictional heat from sliding, discharge is340

lower (2.7 m3 s´1). With τb “ 0.3N and τb “ ρigH|∇zs|, discharge is several times higher, 130.8 m3 s´1341

and 75.8 m3 s´1, respectively. Similarly, total basal melt rates over the entire domain are affected: 6.3 m3342

s´1 in the original simulation, 0.4 m3 s´1 with τb “ 0, 112.0 m3 s´1 with τb “ 0.3N , and 65.2 m3 s´1 with343

τb “ ρigH|∇zs|.344

High localized basal melt rates on the order of 20 m yr´1 are calculated when using driving stress or345

Coulomb-type stress to prescribe basal shear stress (Figure 8), two orders of magnitude higher than the346

maximum melt rate in the simulation without frictional heat from sliding, 1.0 m yr´1. In our original347

simulation with τb “ C2Nub, the maximum local melt rate is 14.4 m yr´1 (Figure 8). Whether such high348

local melt rates are plausible in winter is an interesting question to ponder, as this rate of basal melt is349

inconsistent with most observations to date. Young and others (2022) inferred basal melt rates of this350

order of magnitude in west Greenland, but in the context of a summer rain event, not a winter background351

melt rate. Greenland basal melt rates as calculated by Karlsson and others (2021) are typically ă 0.25352

m yr´1, which agrees better with the simulation ignoring frictional heat with τb “ 0. In previous work353
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a b

Fig. 6. Histograms comparing different approaches for basal shear stress τb: (a) resulting effective pressure distri-

bution, (b) basal shear stress. Including frictional heat from sliding with any of the methods leads to overall higher

effective pressure (lower water pressure) than without frictional heat (black). Basal shear stress is significantly higher

using the Coulomb-type shear stress τb “ 0.3N (pink) or driving stress, τb “ ρigH∇zs (blue), compared to that

inferred from inverse modeling in ISSM (yellow).

on a Helheim-like idealized glacier, Poinar and others (2019) prescribed a uniform basal melt rate of 0.02354

m yr´1 (based on thermo-mechanical modeling by Aschwanden and others (2012)). The high melt rates355

in our simulations are extremely local; the average basal melt rate over a larger area is lower. With high356

localized basal melt rates included in an ice-dynamics model like ISSM, unusual features may result or the357

ice would need to compensate by flowing in to fill these melting “sinks”.358

Given the disparity between the simulation ignoring frictional heat from sliding and the simulations359

using various formulations for basal shear stress, we demonstrate that frictional heat is an influential360

control on determining subglacial drainage regimes. We must carefully consider what is likely to be a361

realistic drainage configuration at Helheim Glacier in the winter. Should we expect widespread high water362

pressure and clearly defined river-like pathways strongly influenced by the bed topography as we find in the363

original simulation? Or could there be sufficient heat generated by rapid sliding over the bed so that the364

water flow is actually more distributed and widespread without distinct river-like features as seen by using365

driving stress or a Coulomb-type stress for basal shear stress? Including frictional heat from sliding with366

these latter two methods leads to higher effective pressure (lower water pressure) over most of the interior367
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Fig. 7. Winter basal water flux (shown in log10 scale for detail) resulting from different approaches for basal shear

stress τb: (a) drag coefficient from ISSM inversion, (b) no frictional heat, (c) driving stress, (d) Coulomb-type stress.
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Fig. 8. Basal melt rate with different formulations for basal shear stress: (a) driving stress, (b) Coulomb-type

stress. (c) Fraction of melt due to friction heat from sliding with driving stress as basal shear stress, and (d) with

Coulomb-type basal shear stress.
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domain and increased transmissivity, contrary to our modeling target of reproducing high water pressure368

in winter. We are encouraged by the success of our original simulation that invokes drag coefficient and369

friction based on ISSM inversion in producing widespread winter water pressures and poorly connected370

regions of the bed. In summary, frictional heat from sliding is important in the context of subglacial371

hydrology in fast-moving glaciers, and should be carefully considered.372

Influence of topography373

As seen above, the deeply incised bed topography below Helheim Glacier plays a key part in determining374

the major drainage flow paths. This is due in part to low elevation head and bolstered by high melt rates375

along the steep walls, primarily attributed to frictional heat. But how much of this river-routing behavior is376

truly due to the bed topography versus surface slope? To probe sensitivity to bed topography, we consider377

an additional winter spin-up simulation using modified bed topography, flattening out the bed incisions378

by raising any bed elevation below sea level (zb ă 0) to zb “ 0. This effectively reduces the depth of the379

canyons, in some places by more than 1000 m, and eliminates steep variations in the canyon floors, yielding380

wide, flat beds beneath the two main ice streams. In simulations with both frictional heat as in our original381

simulation (using the same drag coefficients from inverse modeling with ISSM) and with no frictional heat,382

the main subglacial flow paths emerge in similar locations even with the flat-floored canyons. This is383

likely driven by surface slope (unmodified) in response to underlying bed topography. With the modified384

flat canyons, however, we calculate reduced overall basal melt rates and lower subglacial discharge at the385

terminus than with the unmodified BedMachine topography reported above. An important question for386

further research is to clarify the relationship between bed topography, basal melt rates, and maintenance387

of the subglacial hydrologic system.388

CONCLUSIONS389

In this paper, we describe a reduced form of the SHAKTI subglacial hydrology model, retaining only390

the essential dynamics and parameterizations that do not involve poorly constrained parameters. We391

demonstrate the utility of SHAKTI through application to a winter base state drainage simulation of392

Helheim Glacier in east Greenland. Like all models, SHAKTI is an approximation to a complex natural393

system, paving the way for large-scale coupled simulations.394

The main findings are that, with the reduced model, we are able to: (a) reproduce widespread areas of395
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high water pressure in winter using a continuum model, which are widely documented in field measurements396

and have been difficult to reproduce with subglacial hydrology models, and (b) demonstrate that hydraulic397

transmissivity as calculated within SHAKTI varies over several orders of magnitude within the domain,398

naturally representing poorly connected regions of the bed with a continuum approach.399

Water pressure as a fraction of overburden varies substantially across the domain, in contrast to a400

uniform fraction of overburden that is typically assumed in hydropotential routing methods. While spatial401

pressure variation influences the overall flow configuration, the location of main drainage pathways at402

Helheim is driven by the deeply incised topographic features in the bed and their corresponding effect in403

the ice surface slope. Frictional heat from sliding is the dominant source of basal melt rate over much of404

the domain, yielding high melt rates especially along the steep walls of bed incisions. We also show that405

dissipation is an important source of melt in the primary river-like drainage pathways that emerge in our406

winter simulation.407
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